Repeat of last year?

Storm closes campus again
Story and Photos next week
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What's going on?

Evaluations form runaround stalls rating
by Christine Calverase-Kelley
Each fall semester for the past
several years, students have had
an opportunity to evaluate the
quality of teaching at MCC. The
student Evaluation of Faculty
Questionnaire has nineteen
items to rate things from how
good the teacher is, how appropriate the text is to whether
one would recommend the
teacher to other students.
In what at best might be an
ambiguous situation, the consideration of a new questionnaire by the faculty was delayed, the Education Policies
Committee sat on it for one
month, and the faculty met on
the matter on November 30th,
three weeks after the questionnaire is usually given. Professor
David McNitt, Faculty Academic
Goverance Board Chairman felt
that the Student Association expected too much done in too
short a time the vice-president
of the S.a., Paul Heroux feels
that there was adequate time but no action was taken.
Many students feel that the
teacher Evaluation Questionnaires, generally speaking, are
filled with ambiguous, irrelevant
questions.

'Anyone can'

When Mr. McNitt was asked
about all of this, he said so far
there have been only two faculty
meetings this year. One special
meeting was called to discuss
President Koch's request for the
resignation of Dr. McKinney and
the most recent one was held on
October 14th. (The same day
the request was sent from Paul
Heroux and Mr. Higginbothan)
Somehow the second step of Mr. McNitt said that faculty
presenting a formal request to meetings cannot be called to
the
Academic
Governance discuss one item and felt that
Board (AGB) didn't occur—at Heroux and Mr. Higginbothan
least when Heroux and Mr. Hig- had waited too long to present
ginbothan felt it should—in the request (the meeting held on
order to get started with pres- Nov. 30th, was when the AGB
enting the questionnaire to stu- was to add the request to the
dents by the second week in agenda for the next faculty
November.
meeting on December 9th) and
he felt, "They were asking a lot
On October 14th, when He- to get it all done to be passed
roux and Mr. Higginbothan pre- this semester. Their time expecsented
the request to the AGO, tation was too short. They
Paul Heroux, in charge of work- tration that began on November
to be prepared to administer the should have presented the reing on the questionnaires with 16th.
Previously, the results were questionnaire on November quest at least a month before
Ashley Higginbothan, felt that
the questions would be altered set up in an 800-page computer 14th, they assumed that every- they actually did."
and they revised it to be much print-out that could only be thing would be completed in a
shorter and easier for students found in the Guidance Center, short period of time. So with the
Mr. Higginbothan, who's on
to fill out. They felt they devised Ashley Higginbothan's office, knowledge that the questiona way to print it up faster in a and the Library. However, in naire format was all set up and the President's staff, was surway the students would under- order to change the format of ready to go to the printer, they prised that the President would
stand it and actually be able to the questionaire, a formal re- waited to hear that their request have to give his okay, but stated
use the results in time for regis- quest as well as a copy of the had been okayed by the AGB that he could have gone to Presand it had gone to the third ident Koch and asked how fast
step—being approved by the he could get the recommendafaculty.
tion that the faculty made
though, if necessary.
On October 27th, Heroux contacted the head of the Education
Paul Heroux said that he
Policies Committee, Lou Pinto
worked
very hard on this project
and asked if he had sent the
formal request to the AGB and and is very disappointed that it
Mr. Pinto confirmed that he had. wasn't completed in time for use
On November 1st, Heroux asked this semester. Prior to this seDavid McNitt, president of the mester, the Teacher Evaluation
AGB, if he had received Mr. Questionnaire had been done
Pinto's request and Mr. McNitt rather haphazardly by the Sesaid he had not, but would nate, but Heroux has set up
check with Mr. Pinto. Heroux permanent guidelines for the
then contacted Mr. Pinto on next student governments to
November 2nd, and was in- follow and be able to underformed, "it must have gotten stand. Mr. Higginbothan said
held up with the secretary." Fi- that he's got a lot to understand.
nally on November 14th, Mr. Mr. Higginbothan said that he
got a lot more cooperation from
William Setek author of Fundamentals of Mathmatics. Are you using McNitt received the recommen- the Student Association this
dation from Mr. Pinto and on the
this book.
15th, Paul was notified that it year than ever before, because
of Heroux.
processing field itself. According Precalculus Math; and Lawrence had been received.
to Szweda, his book is based on Gilligan and Robert Nenno, Fipractical experience, of his own nite Mathematics and Basic Algeprevious teaching and consulting bra. From the Electronics Techbackground. His book is not only nology Department, Ronald
used in the United States, but Tocci, Introduction to Electric
2.) News and Patchwork
Canada and Europe as well. The Circuit Analysis, Fundamentals
3.) Columns and Editorials
second edition, which is ex- of Pulse and Digital Circuits, and
pected to be out sometine in Jan- Fundamentals of Electronic De4.) Worlds Greatest What?
uary, will be a revision of the first. vices; and Gary Miller, Linear
There are many other members Circuits for Electronics Technolof the faculty who have published ogy. From the Fire Science Detheir own books. Among those partment, John Maher, Essenwho have written texts used here tials of Fire Science; and from the
at MCC are: from the Math De- Criminal Justice Department,
partment, Robert Johnson, Ele- Kevin O'Brien and Robert Sullimentary Statistics; James Con- van, Crlminalistics, Theory and
nelly and Robert Fratangelo, Practice.
questionnaire would have to be
presented to the Academic Governance Organization (AGO)
Committee at an open hearing,
and then gone through three
more steps before reaching the
final step of either approval or
disapproval of the changes by
President Koch.

Faculty authors publishing on
by Christy Laws
Anyone can write a book. All it
takes is a year of self-dedication
and discipline, according to
Ralph Szweda, Chairman of the
Data Processing Department and
William Setek, Chairman of the
Mathematics Department.
Setek said that his book, Fundamentals of Mathematics, was
actually an outgrowth of preparing a set of class notes for his
Math 151 course. He found the
book that was being used was
insufficient for the course as it
was being taught. A group of
colleagues encouraged him to
prepare a manuscript for the departmental course that could be
used by others teaching Math
151.
One of Setek's main goals was
"...to develop a feeling of fondness, fun, and success for a student who's had a lot of frustrations in math." After submitting it
to several publishers, Setek's
manuscript was finally published
by Glencoe Press of Beverley
Hills, Califotnia.
Szweda's first edition book,
Information Processing Management, is designed to teach management principles as they apply
to people who work in the data
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Senate meeting time

Reports, committees overshadowed by withdrawal queries
by Glenn Burdett
The November 29 Senate
Meeting was called to order at
2:08 in the Forum West by Chairperson Loretta Chrzan. Generally speaking, the meeting involved the President's Report, the
approval of the appointment of
Paul Schumacher to the Academic Standards Committee and
a discussion concerning the college's new withdrawal policy.
Assistant Dean Ronald S. Gigliotti was a major participant in
that discussion.
After the minutes of November
22 meeting were approved, the
floor was given to S.A. President
Pierre Heroux.
In a brief President's Report,
Mr. Heroux reported that the had
recently sent a letter to David
McNitt, Chairperson of the Academic Goverance Board. The letter pertained to student/faculty
evaluations that are filled out by
students at the end of a semester
in order to evaluate the performance of faculty members.
These evaluations will not be
used this semester because there
are some problems with the system.
After the President's Report,
Senators turned theirattention to
the previously tabled proposal to
make Paul Schumacher a
member of the Academic Standards Committee.
Mr. Schumacher proceeded to
address the Senate as to his qualifications and past involvement in
the committee. He has attended
all of the committee's meetings
this year. He noted that "five or
six" issues are pending in the
committee, including the issues
of the withdrawal policy, the
course audit policy and the Phys.
Ed. requirements policy. Mr
Schumacher said confidently
that "I'm well aware of the Mr.
Schumacher noted that the policy "has met with disapproval
with the Office of Academic Affairs and the Office of Student
Affairs.
Briefly outline the issue, Dean
Gigliotti said that "what we're
seeing this semester is a policy
that was very well debated by
students, staff, and faculty

members almost two years ago."
Today's issue is one of "debugging and implementing and
not, at this point, of changing the
policy." He stated later that the
"ambiguity of the current policy
implementation is untenable."
What are the problems with the
policy? By carefully reading
pages 47 and 48 of the Student
Handbook one will see how a
student may become a victim of
inequitable grading. For exam-

pie, a professor may give one
student an "F" for skipping three
classes and at the same time
award a "W" to another who also
has three cuts.
An important question: Should
Professors have this type of
power? Further, shouldn't all students have equal access to a "W"
grade?
Sen. Roger Miller emphatically
pointed out that some students
are unaware of the probability of

their getting an "F" and not a "W"
by simply not going to class.
As Mr. Feasel said, some students may "be setting themselves
for a very long; they nay find
themselves with an "F".
Dean Gigliotti later emphasized that "after November 10 and
April 5 (for each semester), a
student is in a course for credit."
That is, a grade of A, B, C, D, F, or
I. He further stated that, of
course, "individual withdrawals

for health reasons and complete
withdrawals can be effected at
any time."
The Academic Standards
Committee in conjunction with
Student Affairs with Academic
Affairs will try to solve the problems.
Dean Gigliotti said that the process will probably involve "revising the implementation of the
class attendance policy and final
grade sheet."

Patchwork!

Clubs and organizations events creeping nearer
by Sue Catholdi

WMCC, the college radio station will be running a survey all
What is MCC coming to? Are through this week on the stations
students boycotting college previous programming, and on
events? Our student Government what people would like changed
and Student Association Pro- or to remain the same. There will
gram Board really work hard, be forms in the SA hallway, and at
along with other members of the the SA desk according to publicstudent body, to bring students ity director Brett Hawkes. Just
here at MCC the best possible look for the treasure chest discultural, and social events, and play!
the students just aren't taking
advantage of them. Come on
DECA has been busy throughgang, let's get with it! School out this semester, and President
doesn't end after classes. Stick Margie Mahony says that there is
around and meet people and still more to come. The club will
haVe some fun! You've got to be be holding a speghetti dinner for
here toenjoy things, so let'sshow it's members, and alumni
some MCC spirit, and also some members on December 17, 1977
appreciation!
at Margie's house. They are also
The Sky Sports Club will be planning a T-shirt sale on Degoing to the USPA (United States cember 16th, so look for their
Parachute Association) colle- booth in the student activities hall
giate nationals competition in that day! Margie also wanted to
DeLand, Florida. The club has add that DECA will be holding it's
three main competitors: Bruce annual fashion show next semesHermann, the club's president; ter, and that is in the planning
Jim Guinta, vice-president; and stages right now.
The Newman Community has
Kirk Forrest. Other members of
the club placed first in the novice
accuracy competition, and won a
gold medal. Vice-president Jim
Guinta says, "We hope to do well
in the competition, and win a few
trophies, and possibly place or
show in the overall competition."

also been busy planning away for
the end of the semester. President Denny Dittfield said that the
club is having a Christmas Party
on December 16 at the Newman
Apartment Center. He also added
that they are planning to be at the
Monroe Community Hospital on
Thursday, December 22 for a
Christmas Party for the patients
there. The last thing on the
agenda for Newman Community
will be a midnight mass scheduled for Christmas eve at Emanuel Church across from the college..
Student Government President, Pierre Heroux stated that
there will be a basketball game
between the student government
and the Handicapped Students
Organization on December 8,
(tonight) in the gym. Game time
is 7:30 — don't miss it!

know about books for the spring
semester, as they did in the fall.
He said, "We're wrapping up the
semester now, and setting goals
for spring. The semester has
been a good one, and I believe it
has been successful, but next
semester it is necessary for the
student government to get out to
the students personally. That
would be the ultimate in our success story."
Carl Graham, Financial Coordinator on the Student Governmental presidential staff, has the
budget committee set up, and will
be preparing for budget hearings
in the spring semester. So clubs,
be prepared — and get your ideas
for budgets ready!

Adding a personal note, I hope
everyone's turkey day went well. I
know mine did! One more thing
— if anyone out there has anyPierre also reports that the stu- thing newsworthy, which can
dent government is in the pro- amount to almost anything that's
cess of setting up the same going on around campus, let us
procedure for letting students know. That's what we're here for!

"It's hard to imagine anyone who will not,
in the end, turn on to The Turning Point'.'

The Vets' Club is contemplating the possibility of a cabin
party, or a Christmas party.

—Richard Schickel Time Magazine

'This film has it all...one of the year's big winners."
- G e n e Shalit, NBC-TV

SPORTS SHOW
Saturday, December 10 — 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Webster Public Library Civic Center
$1 Admission
Trading and selling of cards, books
autographs, etc. to public and collectors.
Bring anything you wish to sell or trade.
Questions? Call 671-3753

The Dream Merchant Ltd.
Custom Printed T-Shirts
Paraphernalia
Black lights, Posters
Pipes, Papers
Gift Items

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX Presents A HERBERT ROSS FILM
SHIRLEY

ANNE BANCROFT

MacLAINE

,,THE T U R N , N G
— Introducing

pO|Nr

MIKHAIL BARYSHNIKOVand LESLIE BROWNE

T0

M SKERRITT

j

MARTHA S C 0 H - MARSHALL THOMPSON ^ANTHONY ZERBE • AMERICAN BALLET THEATRE
Executive Producer

Written by

Produced by

NORA KAYE
ARTHUR LAURENTS
HERBERT ROSS and ARTHUR LAURENTS
o,re«ed by HERBERT ROSS PRINTS BY DE LUXE" NOW IN PAPERBACK FROM SIGNET
MUSIC FROM THE MOTION PICTURE ON 20TH CENTURY RECORDS AND TAPES
P G fpMKNTAL GUIDANCf SUGGf STTO -OTATINlM. MAT NOT U SUTTAM. E

'on run nut * ]

DAILY: 12-9 pm, Sundays 1-5 pm

2083 E. HENRIETTA ROAD
Near Suburban Plaza

STARTS WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1977
Loew's Pittsford Theatre
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Slipping off?!!

Hand check/in order with SIRC and Lynam?
by Karl Fergen
Gee! The other day I let myself
slip off into some nether
thoughts. In fact, I slopped off
just a little too much and started
thinking crazier than usual.
It was during this period of
fantasy that a little sort of fictional tale came to mind. For to follow, why don't we call the
some reason or another I turned left hand W.J. Lynam (don't
this tale into my weekly column. worry about his official title; he's
This may sound funny, but I'll just the Dean of Academic Affairs
ask anyway. Does your right and head of one of those great
hand know what your left hand is school committees). To be
doing? Sounds dumb? What else equally unfair we'll call the right
is new? So, maybe I should ex- hand SIRC. (That's short for
plain. Right now, here at Monroe another committee, the Standing
Community College we have a Instructional Review Committee.
good case of the right hand being Yeah!). Now that you have the
ignorant of the left's activities. characters and, oh what a true
(Now folks, let's have too many title to hang on them both, it's
obscene thoughts or actions time to start the plot.
about little puns).
One day Lynam and SIRC were
Just to make things a bit easier both just kind of taking it easy

and staying at the sides of the
MCC body (I told you this was a
tall tale) when suddenly they
both realized that they had things
to get accomplished. Lynam
headed off to work at doing a
small bit of cutting off (maybe
some dead academic weight)
while SIRC went about the task of
coming up with some additions
to one thing or another (maybe
some live academic weight). Everything was going just jolly with
each hand off in its own little
corner (hmm...should ! have said
its own little wrist?). Lynam kept

Harvey from the Hip

hacking away aimlessly (needlessly?) while SIRC kept blindly
searching for ways to add on. It's
likeUtopia! Uhh...no, Karl...go
back to sleep.
Then along comes somebody
with a little foresight. Somebody
either crazy enough or foolish
enough to ask one question. "Do
you guys know what you're doing?" The resounding "yesses"
could be heard for miles. The
truth was almost exactly the opposite. How could they know
what the other was doing if they
didn't pay attention to each other.
Here was Lynam and company
running around with the intent of
slashing a course here, holding
two or three sections of a course
there and so on. (Slash, cut, cut,
slash, chop, hack, scream, etc.)
Meanwhile—back at the ranch
(so to speak; remember this is
amy mental concoction), SIRC

End of semester: looking back
by Pierre Heroux
WOW!! The end of the semester
is right here!! One more week of
classes and goodbye. This first
semester was tough for many of
us. For some of us it was the first
semester in College; for others it
was the first semester in new
positions; and there were even
some old pros at the college
life here. Looking back on the
semester I see it as a semester
where all of us did a little bit of
growing up. We've all had a

chance to meet new friends and
new enemies. Some of us have
made more new enemies than
friends. Take Karl Fergen, the
editor of this paper, forexample. I
can't figure out how a person with
his intelligence, wittiness, congeniality and compassion could
manage to muster up so many
enemies in one semester. I have
debated this question with my
brother until I turned blue in the
face, but could only find one
reason why Karl could become

such an unpopular person. That
reason is that Karl thinks he can
play the guitar, and whenever he
trys to show somebody that he
can play they are automatically
turned off by his inability to get
together any decent sounds from
that box of strings.
Well, I hope most of you have
been more successful this semester in meeting new friends
than Karl was. Best of luck in your
finals, and have a real good semester break.

and his friend (McKinney or
something?) were busy trying to
find out how they could meet up
with the requirements of a negotiated contract. All they had to do
was fill in a mandated 500 hours
on the faculty load. (Off in the
background there was this little,
smiling guy named Koch or
something saying some gibberish about productivity.)
Things weren't as bad as they
sound though. Lynam and SIRC
managed to start working out a
scheme by which to get what they
both needed. It was really neat.
Lynam was going to...
Unfortunately som noisey, nosey Senator came trotting into
my office at this point and without just cause aroused me out of
my stupor. Hiss, boo! Just to be
on the safe side, if you see me
walking around in a daze, don't
worry; I'm only trying to find out
how the story ends.

CDITORIRL
Teacher evaluations
who's to blame now?
Teacher evaluation. You know
what they are. Those boring fillin-the-box computer sheets that
your instructors have you fill out

BUDWEISER. . KING OF BEERS 1 • ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC • ST. LOUIS

WHEN DO JOURNALISM
MAJORS SAY BUDWEISERJ
AWRI6HT! I'VE GOT TWO &Y-LINES
AND A FRONTPAGE FEATURE
IN TODAYS PAPERl
I THINK I'LL CALL SUZY,
ATTRACTIVE BRUNETTE, 2\,
AND SHARE A PITCHER.
OF COLD BUD ,ROVER AT MARTY'S,
POPULAR CAMPUS

HAN60UT, 4-3 AND MAIN.

during your valuable class time.
These sheets used to be a lot of
fun. They had all kinds of interesting questions that nobody
really cared about but that were
great to have a game of tic-tactoe with (That's it-connect the
boxes). Well, the administration
or the faculty decided it was time
to straighten up and make the
evaluation sheets more worthwhile. Question: Where are they?
It is kind of late for the sheets to
be of any use now. To begin with
even if they did get finished up
then handed out to students in
class to be filled in then back to
the computer center for scoring
there'd be a two month wait for
the results. That would be, oh, at
least February when the ratings
would be in. They would be so
much help then for students to
find out the only thing that the
evaluations were really good for,
finding out if one student would
recommend a teacher to another
student.
But where are these new evaluation sheets? Who was supposed to be in charge of the great
idea? The names Lou Pinto and
Ashley Higginbothan might ring
a bell to some folks that are familiar with the situation. If you'd like
to ask them any questions, you'll
have to hurry. Higginbothan
leaves tomorrow for a new job on
the west coast. Oh, by the way,
almost a nice job, Ashley; why
don't you stop by again when you
can't stay so long.
Anyhow, back to the main
point. Where are the new teacher
evaluation forms? Are we ever
going to see them again or are
they being held for ransom somewhere in building one? Could the
answer be found by stopping the
buck someplace? It's obviously
being passed a lot.

Watch for
next weeks
Christmas
Issue
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PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED

COMING DECEMBER 23RD
TODD MART CINEMA THEATRE
CINE I THEATRE

